We’re looking for radical ideas—innovations that transform the category of cancer research. Game-changing, paradigm-shifting, quantum-leap concepts. If others see your idea as disruptive, we want to take that leap with you. Preliminary data is not required. **Bold thinking is.**

**CONTACT**
Cherie Wells | ncioasbir@mail.nih.gov

**VISIT**
sbir.cancer.gov/funding/concept

---

**SMALL BUSINESS CONCEPT AWARD**

**WANTED: OUTSIDE-THE-BOX IDEAS.**

---

**CANCER TYPES**

**PEDIATRIC OR RARE**
For definitions of rare cancers as defined by this proposal, visit rarediseases.info, nih.gov/diseases/diseases-by-category/1/rare-cancers

**SOLUTIONS IN CANCER**
Highly innovative and potentially transformative therapies, diagnostic tools, or preventive strategies.

**YOUR FIRST STEP**
Submit a White Paper | 2–3 Pages

**CONTRACT AWARD**
$300,000 | NIH I-Corps Training Program

**WHITE PAPER DEADLINE**
March 26, 2021 | 5 p.m. ET

**PROPOSAL DEADLINE**
July 23, 2021 | 5 p.m. ET

---

If others see your idea as disruptive, we want to take that leap with you. Preliminary data is not required. **Bold thinking is.**